Crazy Choices

Joker Trump’s Cabinet

Click on pics to read about the tragedy of choices made from Trump’s Election Contributors

Attorney General -- Secretary of the Defense

Price is hired to end Health Care for the Poor, and to Protect Big Sugar, Big Tobacco, +Big Pharma and stop government research of health issues. In other words protect the Ultra-Riches Money

"You go into Afghanistan, you get guys who sit around and talk for five years because they don’t know what they’re doing and, you know, you have people that have no sense of how seriously it goes. It’s a hell of a lot of fun to shoot them. Actually, it’s a lot of fun to fight. You know, it’s a hell of a shot. It’s fun to shoot some people. I’ll be honest with you. It’s fun. It’s kind of a thrill."

General James Mattis
Trump’s security advisor is getting ready for World War 3

Trump’s finger is on the Button
My name is Rex Tillerson

I’m the CEO of ExxonMobil

My company has given over $27 million to climate change denial groups since 1998. We also receive part of a $4 billion annual tax subsidy from the U.S. govt. I personally make millions off polluting the planet and am really untouchable. What are you going to do about it?

Secretary of State

Like Oil and Water

Future of our national parks

Threatened Species

Turning Species

Survival of the Fittest

Trump Chooses Oil Billionaire F. Lucas to head the Interior

Secretary of the Interior
Meet Betsy DeVos, Trump’s Secretary of Education

- Billionaire
- No education degree
- No teaching experience
- No experience working in a school environment
- Never attended public school or state university
- Never put her own children in public school
- Does not believe in or support public education
- Believes that public school teachers are overpaid
- Supports for-profit education
- Invested $200 million in Christian schools and organizations
- Doggedly advocates funneling money out of public education and into for-profit, Christian-based education

I have no experience, but I donated $9.5 million to Trump’s campaign.

Meet Betsy DeVos. Trump's pick for Education Secretary.

"I have DECIDED to stop taking offense at the suggestion that WE ARE BUYING INFLUENCE. Now I simply concede the point... WE DO EXPECT SOMETHING IN RETURN."

Billionaire Betsy DeVos Wants Taxpayers to Subsidize Private Religious Schools
EVIL BIG OIL, FOSSIL FUEL and criminals are the big winner with Trump

ISIS recruitment is up because of Trump

Animals will suffer under Trump

Big Oil and Profit

Putin helps Trump to preserve Fossil-Fuels
MORE TRUMP APPOINTMENTS

GALAXY PROTECTION AGENCY

"WABBIT" PROTECTION AGENCY

ADORABLE PUPPY PROTECTION AGENCY

HELP WANTED
for Presidential Cabinet

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

MUST BE FILTHY RICH

YES-MEN PREFERRED
OR HOT WOMEN
Every Drug Lord, Criminal Kingpin, Mafia Boss, Evil Ultra-Rich person is deeply invested into Fossil Fuel

The Economy Of Russia Depends on Fossil Fuel

The World Bank estimates the total value of Russia’s natural resources at $75 trillion US dollars. Russia relies on fossil fuel energy revenues to drive most of its growth. Russia has an abundance of oil + natural gas which make up a major share of Russia’s exports. As of 2012 the oil-and-gas sector accounted for 16% of GDP, 52% of federal budget revenues and over 70% of total exports.
"Stopping Trump is a short-term solution. The long-term solution—and it will be more difficult—is fixing the educational system that has created so many people ignorant enough to vote for Trump.”

—Andy Borowitz

So Ignorant they Believed any Slander that even remotely ’SEEMED TRUE’

Critical Thinking